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1. Natural ripening of mango would

take seven days which the dealers

don't want to wait as they have to met

the demand.

01. Since they were to met

02. For they has to meet

03. As they have to meet

04. But they have to meets

05. No correction requiredANS-3

After ‘to’ first form of verb 

is used.



2. Public buildings and spaces in India

are long way around being barrier

freed, a condition essential to allow

physically challenged people to move

around.

01. For been barrier freed

02. From being barrier free

03. From been barrier free

04. From being barrier freedom

05. No correction required

ANS-2

Preposition ‘from’ is to 

be used.



3. The El Nino is an oceanic

phenomenon how emerges every

three to seven years, leading to warm

water temperatures in several parts of

the world.

01. That emerges every

02. Why emerges every

03. Where emerges every

04. What emerges every

05. No correction required

ANS-1‘That’ would be 

used as relative 

pronoun.



4. In order to form visitors take up their

shoes before entering the monument, shoe

racks have been placed at the entrance.

01. Makes visitors take on his shoes

02. Ask visitors take from their shoes

03. Told visitors take in their shoes

04. Make visitors take off their shoes

05. No correction required
ANS-4

‘Take off’ means 

‘remove’



Direction (5-9): In the question, one

sentence is given, and four words have

been given in bold denoted by (A), (B), (C)

and (D). You have to decide which of the

following is inappropriate in the context. If

all the words are appropriate in the context

then mark ‘All are correct’ as your answer.



5. When we reach home after

travelling (A) for weaks, (B) the home

is the same but something (C) in our

mind has changed and that changes

everything. (D)

A. D

B. A

C. B

D. C

E. All are correct

Option C

Correction:

weaks => weeks



6. Many people believe (A) that it is

better to lead a slow life with limited (B)

pleasures (C) than the mindless (D) rat

race of the city.

A. D

B. C

C. B

D. A

E. All are correct

Option E

Correction:

All are correct



7. With rice (A) in online consumer

base, many online retailers (B) are

finding it difficult to fulfil (C) all the

consumer demands in a short (D)

time.

A. C

B. D

C. A

D. B

E. All are correct

Option C

Correction:

rice => rise



8. Given the pace (A) at which

technology is developing (B) today, it

is clever (C) that our world (D) will

work completely different in just a

few days.

A. D

B. C

C. A

D. B

E. All are correct

Option B

Correction:

Clever=> 

Clear



9. Participating (A) in various

competitions (B) since childhood,

helps students develop (C) a spirrit

(D) of sportsmanship.

A. B

B. A

C. D

D. C

E. All are correct.

Correction: C

Spirrit => 

Spirit



A sentence with one blank is given,

indicating that something has been omitted.

Choose the word/words that best fits in the

blank/blanks making the sentence

grammatically correct and meaningful.



10. The urban homeless ------------with

many challenges like no -----------to

elementary public services such as

health, education, food, water and

sanitation.

01. Extend, access

02. Assist, access

03. Handle, access

04. Depart, access

05. Survive, access

Correct Option: 

5

Survive, access



11. If a motorist can ------ his vehicle on the

road for a meagre amount, why would he

travel the distance to the parking lot.

The ---------was maintained by the group of

volunteers from local community.

01. Beauty

02. Service

03. Sell

04. Park

05. Decide

ANS- 4 In the first case, 

‘park’ means ‘ keep 

vehicle safely’

In the second case,  

‘park’ means ‘common 

space for children’s play’



12. The infrastructure projects of the city

are falling behind schedule thus

increasing the ______ of the residents.

A. Inconvenience

B. Safety

C. Working

D. Stressful

E. Health
Option A

Correction:

Inconvenience 



13. There has been a significant rise

in the price of certain goods and

commodities recently, making

them______ for the common man.

A. Price

B. Progressing

C. Increasing

D. Supporting

E. Unaffordable

Option E

Unaffordabl

e



14. It is vital that children, young people

and all of us have access to stories which

give us the knowledge, empathy and

understanding we need to ______ life.

A. Engage

B. Negotiate

C. Overlook

D. Developing

E. Organised
Option C

Overlook



Read the sentence to find out whether there is

an error in it.

The error, if any, will be in one part of the

sentence. The number corresponding to that

part will be your answer. If the given sentence

is correct as it is, mark the answer as ‘No

error’. Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any.



15. a) Migraines may doubles / b) the

risk of a /c) nervous system condition

that / d) causes facial paralysis. / e) No

error

Explanation: 

Replace “doubles” 

with “double”

Answer is: a)



16. a) The police tactfully handled / b)

the farmers’ agitation for / c) higher

prices which is created / d) law and order

problem in the district every year. / e) No

error

Explanation: 

Replace “is created” 

with creates

Answer is: c)



17. a) For the past one week, / b)

people had stop working / c) out of

their houses, / d) fearing a sudden

attack. / e) No error

Explanation: 

Replace “had stop” 

with “have stopped”

Answer is: b)



18. Having supportive parents (1)/ help

massive in (2)/ the positive development

and (3)/growth of a child. (4)

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. No Error
Option B

Correction: Use 

helps in place of 

help



19.The reports suggested that (1)/

some animals is (2)/ likely to be

extinct (3)/ in the near future. (4)

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. No Error
Option B

Correction: Replace is with 

are





20.

A. Opportunity to allow free

B. time, the leader

C. unlike most others of his

D. exchange of culture

E. viewed food as an

A) CBEAD

B) ABCDE

C) BACDE

D) DEABC

E) EABDC

Correct 

Answer: A

CBEAD



21.

A. area collected single use

B. useful household items

C. plastics waste and used

D. the residence of this

E. it to make several

A) CBEAD

B) ABCDE

C) DACEB

D) DEABC

E) EABDC

Correct 

Answer: C

D A C E B




